
 “I noticed with my staff members and clients 

I'm filling out DSS forms for almost as many 

of my staff members as my clients. I've always 

known that we didn’t pay well.  My 16 year old 

daughter just got a job at Burger King and she 

makes more than the staff members that 

work with the women at my program. She’s 

16 and it’s her first job. It's wrong.” 

 

“You can deliver meals to someone's home 

but if they can't stand up how do they get it 

out of the refrigerator three times a day? 

What happens to that person? The person 

loses weight consistently, they get pressure 

sores, they get hospitalized. We know it's 

cheaper to send someone to their home than 

hospitalization and we could prevent that if 

we could send people, but we just don’t have 

the staffing, we just don’t have the resources.” 

 

“In childcare the highest turnover is among 

the least paid staff, the teacher’s assistants, 

the turnover rate is 40% or more.  The 

expectations are becoming higher and higher 

for what they do and they can't meet them 

for such little pay.  It becomes frustrating for 

the teachers to have to retrain their staff, and 

it impacts the quality of the program.” 

 

[On benefits] “We've had people who have 

asked for high deductible plans. They say I 

need the cash in my paycheck because I need 

to feed my kids.  They put off health and 

prevention and safety net because they need 

the immediate cash to meet basic needs.” 
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Sources: “Oneida County Poverty Report.” New York State Community 

Action Association, 

http://nyscommunityaction.org/PovReport/2015/Oneida.pdf, 2016. 
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780&reporttype=ECON, 2015. 
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